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One of the most popular Hatsan windbreaker models in our country, model 90, has been so-called. liftu. You do not
need to be an expert to notice a new settlement at first glance. After introducing the changes, it is longer and covers the
ankle of the barrel, which was unveiled in the previous version of this airgun. The current solution moves the center of
gravity more forward, which results in a better balance. The stopwatch is reinforced on a rail designed for mounting
optical sights. The possibility of its adjustment has also been increased. This is a new improved face of a proven
construction with high workmanship. Simple and durable technical solutions used in a windbreaker determine that this
product is highly trouble-free allowing you to enjoy long, maintenance-free use. Settlement - ergonomic made of durable
polymer in black. The grooving on the pistol grip and the sludge ensures the grip and performs decorative functions.
There is a contoured Montecarlo cheek pad on the flask that facilitates the shooting and aiming. The flask was adapted
for right and left-handers. The rubber foot on the end of the flask absorbs the recoil energy after the shot is fired.
Mounting rail - the rifle has an 11 mm mounting rail allowing the installation of the optical sight. In addition, the rail has a
stopwatch absorbing the recoil after a shot that prevents the optical sight from moving along the rail and its recalibration.
Automatic fuse - located in the back of the windbreaker cylinder protects against putting an uncontrolled shot. Each time
you press the wind energy spring, it activates automatically. Safety - Hatsan 90 STG windbreaker contains many unique
solutions improving comfort and safety during use: SaS â€¢ (Shock Absorber System) - shock absorption system,
weakens the recoil produced during the firing of spring rifles. SaS â€¢ extends the durability of the windbreaker and
reduces adverse effects on the mounted optical sight. Quattro Trigger - two-stage adjustable trigger mechanism
(regulation of pressure force and length of the trigger). It allows you to customize the characteristics of the trigger to the
user's requirements, thus improving the accuracy and the ease of firing the shot. Anti Bear-Trap Safety - protection
against premature spring release while it is being pulled, thus protecting against possible injuries to your hands or
fingers. TruGlo - optical fiber sighting instruments with contrasting colors of glass fibers allow for precise firing even in
low light conditions. Bow tie - red, green - green has the ability to adjust both vertically and horizontally. Technical
parameters â€¢ threaded barrel â€¢ caliber: 4.5 mm â€¢ initial speed: up to 305 m / s (depending on the used tire) â€¢ firing
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mode - single-shot â€¢ type of drive - spring â€¢ type of tension - classic - broken barrel â€¢ uncontrolled shot fuse â€¢ SAS â
system â€¢ adjustable trigger Quattro Trigger â€¢ stock: plastic â€¢ total length: 1135 mm â€¢ barrel length: 450 mm â€¢ we
3400 g Warranty 24 months
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